Abstract-In this letter, an algorithm is proposed to blindly estimate the noise power embedded in a received signal and use the knowledge of the noise power to upgrade semiblind spectrum sensors to blind sensors. The proposed noise estimator is based on a relationship between the noise power of a received signal and the power of the first mode of the empirical mode decomposition algorithm. Simulations and results demonstrate an enhancement of the detectors performance in contrast with their conventional semiblind versions.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
PECTRUM sensing is a key part of cognitive radio functionality in which the secondary users (SU) detect spectrum owned by a licensed or primary user (PU) [1] . Different spectrum sensing methods have different levels of "blindness." The term "blindness" refers to the ability of the spectrum sensor to work without a priori knowledge of PU channel statistics, such as noise power [2] . There is a wide range techniques for nonblind (waveform), semiblind [energy detector (ED)] and fully blind spectrum [maximum-minimum eigenvalue (MME)] sensing [3] .
Typically, the noise power of the received signal is used to calculate the detection threshold, which is in turn utilized to decide the occupancy status of the channel under test. Practically, the knowledge of noise power is not available unless sacrificing part of the spectrum for measuring the noise; noise estimation is a substantial step to shift the semiblind spectrum sensing methods to the blind region. However, an inaccurate estimation of the noise power may result in an increase in the missdetection and false alarm rates [4] . Noise uncertainty is an additional factor that affects the efficiency of semiblind detectors in which noise starts to fluctuate during the sensing duration [5] . Several approaches were previously proposed to estimate the noise power of the received signal and hence improve the detector performance [6] - [9] . In [6] , the noise level of the receiver is calibrated prior to detection. In [7] and [8] , it was assumed that some subbands are vacant and hence these subbands are used as noise references. In [9] , forward consecutive mean excision (FCME) and forward cell averaging (CA) methods are used to estimate the level of the noise for a certain false alarm rate. In [10] , the eigenvalue groups of the sample covariance matrix are split using minimum descriptive length; a goodness of fit for probability distribution function (PDF) of the noise eigenvalues is used to estimate the noise power. Finally, Wavelet denoising estimates the noise power by subtracting the denoised version from the received noisy signal [11] , [12] . These methods all have pros, but are limited to noise variance, spectral efficiency, false alarm rate, sampling rate, and adaptivity, respectively.
This letter presents the analytical justification of an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) based algorithm that was previously proposed for noise power estimation [13] . The proposed noise estimator is nonparametric and adaptive to the signal in which no predefined parameters or knowledge about the received signal is required. This letter includes a detailed performance analysis in comparison to other comparable methods.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Assume a received signal r(n) carries either Gaussian noise only w(n) or PU/SU signal components, s(n) contaminated additively with w(n). Subsequently, a binary hypothesis test can be formulated as follows:
where H 0 represents the absence, or the failure to prove the presence of PU/SU and H 1 represents the indication of PU/SU presence. It is assumed that r(n) is an oversampled signal representing a snapshot of the channel with a duration T representing the sensing cycle and samples n = 1, . . . N, where N is the total number of samples and w(n) is modeled as an independent and identically distributed additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ 2 w , i.e., w(n) ∼ N (0, σ 2 w ) and assumed to be independent of s(n).
The EMD is a fully data-driven technique that can be used to separate signals from noise [14] . EMD decomposes nonlinear, nonstationary time-series signals into a complete and finite set 1070-9908 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. of oscillatory basis functions called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). The IMFs are collected through an iterative process called sifting [15] , which eliminates most of the signal anomalies and makes the signal wave profile more symmetric and thus much smoother. From frequency-domain perspective, EMD acts like a dyadic filter bank, where the subsequent IMFs (except for the first IMF) behave like overlapping bandpass filters (BPFs) [16] . The core part of the sifting process relies on interpolating the extrema (maxima/minima) points. Therefore, oversampling is required to extract all the local oscillations through the sifting procedure [17] .
In this letter, the first IMF, IMF 1 , is used for noise estimation. This IMF exhibits distinct statistical characteristics and was previously exploited for different applications [18] - [20] . The EMD sifting process captures the highest frequencies in IMF 1 [16] . However, for noisy signals, IMF 1 might include low-band frequencies (possibly PU/SU signals) when the sampling rate is not sufficient and/or the noise power is too low.
The PDF of IMF 1 for an input Gaussian processes is a mix of two normal distributions represented by the Gaussian mixture (bimodal) distribution [21] . The justification of the bimodality in such a distribution lies in the large discrepancy of values (in case of noisy or noise only signals) yielded by the maxima and minima envelops [22] . The first IMF, denoted by c 1 (n), follows the PDF [23] f c 1 
(2) where μ u , σ u , μ l , and σ l are the mean and the standard deviation for upper and lower mode distributions respectively, and ε ∈ [0, 1] represents the mode distribution weight.
III. PROPOSED NOISE ESTIMATION METHOD FOR SEMIBLIND SPECTRUM SENSORS
According to Section II, IMFs can be interpreted as a dyadic filter bank that resembles the behavior of wavelets. However, unlike the filtering properties of wavelets, the EMD nonlinear decomposition process introduces different cutoff frequencies [21] . Fig. 1 empirically illustrates the normalized frequency response for the power spectral density (PSD) of c 1 (n) of a noise only input signal w(n) for 5000 averaged trials. This figure shows the adaptive high-pass filtering characteristic of IMF 1 and how the sampling rate impacts the cutoff frequency. The first IMF, under sufficient sampling rates, is dominated by noise and thus can be exploited to estimate the noise power of a received signal [24] . Next, we propose a method to determine the total noise power from these observations. An empirical ratio of the first IMF power to the total noise power of the received signal denoted by β is
is the estimated variance of c 1 (n) (see Appendix A). Further, an analytical explanation of the proposed noise estimation ratio is described in the Appendix B.
The ratio β plays the role of a scaling factor that can be used to estimate σ 2 w . Fig. 2 shows a comparison of β 1 , dashed line, to the best-fit linear regression model, solid line, when r(n) = w(n). It was found that β can be approximated by a simple function of the sample size N of the received signal [13] 
where β(1) is the y-intercept of the best-fit linear model using polynomial least squares and S is the linear fit slope. From Fig. 2 , the sample size, N , is represented logarithmically in order to linearize the trend of β. These β values maintain a linear trend over different sample size values and validate the model in (4). According to (4) , and for a sample size N , the estimated noise powerσ 2 w of the received signal r(n) can be given aŝ
In this letter, the noise power estimation in (5) is used to upgrade two semiblind methods, ED [5] and the maximum eigenvalue detector (MED) [25] , into the blind ones. The noise power of these semiblind methods is replaced by the proposed estimated noise powerσ 
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We assume a scenario of one PU/SU node with an AWGN channel and a single channel spectrum scanner with a BPF. An OFDM-modulated communication signal is synthesized with a known noise power. The results are carried out through a Monte Carlo simulation by averaging 2000 runs. 1 In the Monte Carlo simulation, a Gaussian random process of each sample size N is generated for 5000 trials. The estimated noise powerσ 2 c 1 is obtained for each trial and the β value of each sample size is the result of averaging of all trials. First, we show the boundaries of the proposed noise estimation method under different values of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and sampling rates, Nyquist rate, (N q = 2f max ). In Fig. 3 , a received Gaussian noise-only signal (dotted gray line) is used as a reference to compare it with the scenario of a noisy signal. It is obvious that, for low sampling rate β, from (4), will perform well only at low SNR values (<−8 dB) as the noise will dominate the signal resembling the case of noise-only scenario. However, for high sampling rate (≥ 8N q ), β will behave in a very similar way to the noise-only case. The deviation of β at low sampling rate and high SNR values occurs because IMF 1 sifts part of the signal in addition to the noise and increases the corresponding variance. Therefore, to ensure the proper functionality of the proposed β model at wide range of SNR values, oversampling is required.
The proposed noise estimation model (4) is further evaluated using a percentage error metric in which the true noise σ 2 w of the received signal is used as a reference. Table I shows a comparison between the proposed β model and two other transform-based estimation techniques; FCME 2 and Wavelet 3 noise estimation methods. Table I shows that at low SNR values (<−10 dB) both the FCME and wavelet methods performed slightly better than the proposed method. However, both methods exhibit a rapid degradation in the noise estimation performance as the SNR increases (≥ −10 dB) and that is expected due to the domination of the signal features over the noise in which these techniques fail to differentiate the signal from the noise. In comparison, β method has steady performance over all SNR values except at SNR ≥ 10 dB where IMF 1 starts to sift signal components in addition to the noise. The degradation of the proposed model can be mitigated by increasing the sampling rate, which guarantees that IMF 1 will be dominated by noise samples only. In Fig. 4 , the probability of detection P d is used as a metric to evaluate the performance of ED modified with our proposed β technique in contrast to FCME, Wavelet, and ED with the known or true noise 4 with probability of false alarm, P fa at 0.1 and SNR = −12 dB. From this figure, the β method performs nearly as good as the true noise especially at low number of samples.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is used as a performance metric for both ED and MED using different noise estimation methods in which 2000 samples represent a sensing cycle of 625 μs at 8N q ; the SNRs in Figs. 5 and 6 were chosen to best reflect the performance of each method. In Fig. 5 , the performance of the β modified ED technique is illustrated, at SNR of −10 dB, for different transform-based noise estimation methods as well as the model-based method given in [10] with smoothing factor of 50. Fig. 6 illustrates the performance of the β modified MED technique at SNR of −14 dB for the same noise estimation methods. For comparison, a fully blind spectrum sensing technique, MME, computed with 6000 samples is added to Fig. 6 .
From Figs. 5 and 6, it is demonstrated that the proposed β noise technique outperforms other estimators in addition to the MME technique which requires a much higher sampling rate. The β method performs close to true noise for the assigned SNR value and number of samples. In addition, the degradation of other method's performance is due to the estimation error as SNR values increase. While Wavelet and FCME show slightly better noise estimation error (see Table I ) compared with the β method, that does not mean they can be used for very low SNR detection. The reason is that for the number of samples used in this letter each detector will have an SNR wall that cannot be exceeded even if the number of samples is increased infinitely [5] .
Finally, the performance of the proposed noise estimation method is compared to the noise estimation given in [27] using ED. Fig. 7 illustrates the detection probability of the ED methods using the DVB-T model parameters with P fa = 0.01 [27] . In addition, the noise uncertainty (1 dB) is presented to reveal the effect of noise fluctuation on the detector performance. The ED with the true noise exhibits the best performance in contrast to the worst performance of 1-dB noise uncertainty. Our proposed noise estimation method shows a slightly better performance compared to the method in [27] . Unlike the noise power estimation in [27] , which is specifically designed for DVB-T signals, the proposed method can work for a wider range of modulation schemes.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, a signal driven noise power estimation method is proposed and used to make two conventional semiblind detectors blind. The proposed algorithm takes the advantage of an observed unique ratio β between the IMF 1 power and the total noise power in the received signal. The performance of the proposed method is further tested through upgraded detectors and the results are compared to other estimation schemes. The proposed noise estimation method outperforms other schemes at low SNR.
APPENDIX A
The first IMF c 1 (n) can be modeled as a bimodal zero mean normal process with a variance of σ
). The variance of each mode distribution in (2) is estimated using maximum-likelihood parameter estimation via expectation maximization algorithm [28] . The estimated overall variance of IMF 1 , denoted byσ 2 c 1 , can be given as [29] 
l ,μ u , andμ l are the estimated variances and means of the upper and lower mode distributions. The bimodality of c 1 (n) can be attributed to the inherent switching between two mutually exclusive Gaussian processes of different means. For simplification, the mode distribution weight ε is assumed to be 0.5 and that assumption is rationalized by the fact that maxima and minima of the upper and lower envelopes are almost equally likely and symmetrically distributed around the zero overall mean of the signal.
APPENDIX B
Analytically, the scaling factor β can be expressed as the ratio of integrating the PSD of IMF 1 and the received signal, r(n) = w(n), in terms of extrema (maxima/minima) distribution. The extrema are equally spaced with the maxima being located at integer time instants and the minima at half the distance between a pair of consecutive maxima. For the case of cubic spline interpolation, the frequency response of the unit spaced knots I(ν) is given as [30] , [31] I(ν) = sin πν πν 4 3 2 + cos 2πν .
The PSD of the first IMF S c 1 (ν) is given by
where S w (ν) is the PSD of the received signal w(n). Thus, the corresponding ratioβ is given bŷ 
The scaling factorβ, as given in (9), is the result of the first iteration (through the sifting process) to obtain IMF 1 . Theβ in (9) is not as generic as the one given in (4); however, it is presented here to provide further validating evidence for the proposed noise estimator.
